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Interview Hon. Frankie Yick Chi-Ming –
Legislative Councilor (Transport)
In order to understand how Legislative Councilor
(Transport), the Hon. Frankie Yick Chi-Ming, can help
in promoting Hong Kong as an international shipping
centre and other related Hong Kong maritime matters,
HKJB/HKIMT members Ir Dr. Nelson Yu, Ir Lo Wing
Shun Albert and Ir Tang Kai Fun met Frankie at the
Legislative Council complex in Central in the morning
of 26th August 2015.

–

To establish new laws to regulate the use of
roadside skips ( 環保斗 );

–

To change their policy in providing parking
facilities for heavy goods vehicles and to review
their current policy in parking facilities for private
cars in commercial and tourism areas,

–

To provide land for logistics use in the Artificial
Island of the Hong Kong–Zhuhai–Macau Bridge;

–

To provide facilities to house those small to medium
size garages currently operated in densely populated
residential areas after the tragic incident in Wong
Tai Sin.

He also suggested the transport trade should suggest
workable solutions for government’s consideration
whenever problems arise. Simply lodging a complaint
is not going to work.

First, Frankie began by explaining to us the role of a
legislative councilor which include the following:–
– To enact, amend or repeal laws;
– To examine and approve government budgets, that
includes taxation and public expenditure;

In relation to how to strengthen Hong Kong’s position
as a leading international maritime centre and regional
distribution hub, Frankie suggested Hong Kong should
make reference on Singapore’s success on how they
consolidate and assist their maritime businesses as a
whole. He urged our government to take forward the
recommendation by their consultant in setting up a
statutory body in Hong Kong to ensure consistent long
term policies could be implemented for the benefit
of the further economy development here. However,
the question of how this statutory body could be
self-financed remains to be resolved within the
government.

– To monitor the working of the government;
– To serve as a bridge for the transport sector in resolving
their problems with government departments.
He had successfully asked the government in the past
years:–
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Photo taken inside one of the Legislation Council meeting
rooms among members of HKJB/HKIMT and Mr. Frankie Yick
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Technical visit to District Cooling System
(DCS) at Kai Tak Development on
4th July 2015
This visit was organized by HKJB/HKIMT and about
40 participants gathered inside the main hall of EMSD
HQ at around 9:30 am on 4th July 2015 prior to our tour
round the site. Representative from DCS first guided
our members to the show room at the main entrance of
the district cooling plant building where models of most
of the plant and equipment are displayed for a better
understanding of the DCS.

Photo taken within the outdoor garden of Legislation Council
among members of HKJB/HKIMT and Mr. Frankie Yick

After the briefing within the show room, members were
guided around the North plant room and the control
center. The control center works round the clock to
monitor the working status of the DCS.

He also said that there are two major problems hindering
the economic development in Hong Kong today; firstly the shortage of land and secondly - the shortage of man
power mainly on the front line workers.

The DCS is in fact a large scale central air-conditioning
system which produces chilled water at its central
chiller plants and distributes the chilled water to user
buildings in Kai Tak district through an underground
water piping network.

Frankie suggested that our government should prioritize
the labour importation scheme for certain industries
such as construction and logistics in the short term and
review and reposition the vocational education in Hong
Kong to ensure that sufficient talents will be trained for
various industries in due course.

The implementation of this project brings about
significant environmental benefits such as the maximum

Hong Kong needs to resolve the housing issue. More land
for public housing is required and he wishes the general
public will give support to this government initiative.
When talking about Functional Constituency (FC)
in Legco, Frankie supports the existing structure as
FC members can provide professional views in their
expertise areas which balance the various interests of
the community.
To conclude, Frankie said that he enjoys the work that
he is doing in helping members in the Transport FC to
resolve their problems and will continue to do his best
to serve the community at large.

Presentation of souvenir to representative of District Cooling
System by Ir Alan Tsang – Chairman of HKIMT (on the left)
and committee member of HKJB – Ir Albert Lo (on the right)

Ir Tang Kai Fun
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Group photo of participants of HKJB/HKIMT in front of Kai
Tak District Cooling System (North Plant) – Main entry

Briefing inside the DCS control room by representative of DCS
to members of HKJB/HKIMT

annual saving in electricity consumption up to 85
million kilowatt-hour, equivalent to a maximum annual
saving of HK$ 76.5 million in electricity bill and a
reduction of 59,500 tonnes of carbon dioxide emission
per annum for the planned total public and private nondomestic air-conditioned floor area of about 1.7 million
m2. The estimated cost of more than HK$1,600 million
is required to build the North plant (14 sets of chillers
with cooling capacity of 162MW), South plant (12 sets
of chillers with cooling capacity of 122MW) and the
pumping station. The first phase has been in operation
since 2011. In early 2013, the DCS has started to
provide chilled water to Kai Tak Cruise Terminal and
Ching Long Shopping Centre. The second and the
third phase for the proposed works are targeted to be
commissioned by 2019 and 2021 respectively.

From this visit, our members gained much knowledge
on the environmentally friendly design and layout of
the DCS and the potential working space savings in
each individual building where only heat exchangers
are needed to be installed instead of individual chiller
plant rooms.
Ir Tang Kai Fun

Technical seminar on IMO Polar Code –
Navigation in Ice Infested Waters on
6th July 2015 at HKIE HQ
This joint seminar was organized by HKJB/HKIMT and
HKIE-MMNC division in which Mr. Ben Lau – Lead
Statutory Specialist and Client Relationship Manager
from Lloyd’s Register gave us an overall understanding
on the coming adoption of International Code for
Ships Operating in Polar Waters (Polar code) and
explained the related amendments to the International
Conventions SOLAS and MARPOL to make the Polar
code mandatory from 1st January 2017.
As stated by Mr. Lau that there are large amount of
untapped minerals and energy resources in the Arctic
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ASME Fellow Public Lecture – Technology
and Sustainability by Professor Timothy
W. Tong on 16th July 2015
This was a lecture presented by one of the Fellows of
ASME in Hong Kong. About 10 members from HKJB/
HKIMT attended this lecture which show our Institute’s
interest and strong support to other learned society.
In this lecture, Professor Tong first explained the
correlation between technology and its sustainability.
The globalization of trade, investment, people
and knowledge had led to the fast developments
in developing countries. The less environmental
regulation in these countries is generally blamed for the
emission of global warming gases and for the rising of
global surface temperatures. In the recent G7 meeting,
all leading countries agreed to reduce gas emission
from 40% to 70% in stages.

Presentation of souvenir by the chairman of HKJB – Ir K.L.
Lui to the speaker Mr. Ben Lau

and the Antarctic. These resources were yet to be
explored and exploited. For many years, ships were
hesitant to getting into and navigating through the
Arctic and Antarctic waters because of their hazardous
environment. Due to humanities hunger for more
resources, the desire of more exotic tourism destination,
the widening of navigable waters due to global warming
and the vast savings in transportation costs between
Asia and Europe, they are now eager to sail their ships
in these areas.

Today, energy are produced mainly by fossil fuel
(~67%); nuclear (~11%) and renewable (~22%). Some
scientists predicted that solar energy will be a major
source of energy supply in future despite that there are
major obstacles in the extensive use of such energy. The
problems are on how to harness such energy (including
the development of an effective storage system when the
sun is not shining) and the reduction of production cost
when using the energy (e.g. semiconductor materials
to generate electricity directly are expansive and the
efficiency of solar cells is only about 22%).

Mr. Lau also explained to us the background and
efforts of the international communities in the
development of the IMO – Polar Code and on how it
could address the hazards, challenges and concerns of
the world community. He also discussed the effects on
design, construction, equipment, operational, training,
search and rescue, discharge of oil, chemicals, sewage,
garbage and other environmental protection matters
relevant to ships operating in waters surrounding the
two poles.

Therefore, in today’s research and development on
solar energy supply, the quest for new types of material
and technology for the more effective and efficient
generation and storage of this energy continues.

From this seminar, we all had a better understand of the
inference on the coming IMO Polar Code.

Professor Tong advised young students to be practical
dreamers. He believed that dreams are the driving
forces for scientific developments. He then quoted the
development of aircraft as an example to emphasize his

By Mr. Ben Lau
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believes. To fulfill the quest of powered control flight,
the first sustainable power control flight aircraft was
built by the Wright brothers in 1902. Today, supersonic
aircrafts and huge commercial aircrafts like the Airbus
380 dominate the sky carrying millions of people round
the globe every day. Solar powered airplanes are also
emerging. The notable SOLAR IMPULSE 2 has recently
taken off with two pilots on a round the world journey.
Who knows what that might bring in the future!
Ir Tang Kai Fun
Presentation of souvenir to Mr. John Eldridge by Ir Y.M.
Cheng, chairman of HKIE-MMNC Division

Technical Seminar – Hybrid Fuel for
Vessels

seminar was held on 30 July 2015 at the Hong Kong
Polytechnic University. There were over 80 participants
attended this technical seminar. The speaker Mr John
Eldridge, Director of Business Development – Marine,
Aspin Kemp & Associates (AKA), shared his valuable
knowledge and experience with the participants about
the building and retrofitting hybrid powered tug boats
in Europe and North America. Their XeroPoint Hybrid
system combines diesel and electric power on the same
shaft line. A motor generator and a diesel engine are
able to drive the shaft independently or simultaneously.
Auxiliary diesel generators are provided to meet
the requirements of accommodation and drive shaft
motor electrical loads under various scenarios: (1)
For standing-by or for very lower power operation,
electrical energy stored in the battery permits the

Going Green is becoming increasingly attractive as a
trend of design and selling point of product in recent
decades. Lots of new green technologies are developed for
archiving the goal of high performance and low emissions.
Being one of the largest fuel consuming industries, marine
industry has been keeping pace with the times and seeking
for application of green technology such as Hybrid fuel.
It is a new technology used in propulsion system that
combines diesel and electricity to generate power. It is
a propulsion system that combines diesel and electrical
power. This system has already applied in automotive
industry and attained a fruitful result.
Jointly organized by the HKIMT, HKJB of RINA &
IMarEST and HKIE MMNC Division, the technical
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GuangXi, The Sixth China-ASEAN
Engineering Projects Co-operation and
Development Forum
Echoing the theme of Marine and Offshore
Engineering, this year GuangXi Association of Science
and Technology (GAST) particularly invited China
and ASEAN countries’ professionals from learning
societies, academic institutes and organizations in
marine and offshore engineering fields to participate
in the Sixth China-ASEAN Engineering Projects Cooperation and Development Forum held in the city
NanNing of GuangXi Province.

Presentation of souvenir to Mr. John Eldridge by Ir Alan
Tsang, chairman of HKIMT and Ir Leslie Lee – Hon. Secretary
of HKJB on the left

The forum held on 19th September 2015 morning
session, followed by a half-day visit to the 12th ChinaASEAN Expo venue in the afternoon session. GAST
also invited guests to visit GuangXi largest internal
combustion engine manufacturer GuangXi YuChai
Machinery Company Limited and GuangXi largest
medicine herbs plantation garden on 20th September
2015.

vessel to be operated in zero emission mode, with no
diesel engine running; (2) At low power operation,
the XeroPoint Hybrid arrangement operates as a
conventional diesel electric plant. Propulsion and
accommodation loads are met by a combination of
diesel generator sets and the battery; (3) When vessel
power requirements are above the minimum efficiency
set for the diesel engines, the vessel operates as a
conventional diesel-only system; (4) At high power
demand operation, the diesel engines and shaft motor
work together to provide the required loading. Besides,
Mr Eldridge elaborated the pros and cons of parallel vs
serial connection of diesel electric system and illustrated
the challenges of the project including space limitation
of engine room and approval requirements from major
classification societies. The Q&A session after the
presentation arouse some interesting discussions.

There were 10 keynote speeches presented in the
forum. Though each keynote speech is limited to 15
minutes and no Q & A session provided, the topics
covered were comprehensive and substantial material
were expressed: Mr. Lin Ming, General Director and
Chief Engineer of China Communications Construction
for Island-tunnel Project for Hong Kong – Zhuhai –
Macao Bridge, introduced the project scope of the
Bridge and the technological challenges faced in the
construction of this Bridge which will have a deepest,
longest tunnel built under the soft soil seabed, the
successful construction of this project will promote
China to higher capability to venture more bridge and
tunnel projects; Mr. Hong Lee Pee, Senior Academician
of Academy of Sciences Malaysia expressed worry
on worldwide shortage of technical people and shared
Malaysia experience in the promotion of attracting more
students to study mathematics and science subjects

On behalf of the joint organizations, Ir Alan Tsang,
Chairman of the HKIMT & Committee Member of
HKJB and Ir Y M Cheng, Chairman of HKIE MMNC
Division, presented souvenirs to Mr John Eldridge as a
token of appreciation for his presentation of the seminar
to our members.
By Mr H. H. Yip
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issue to be addressed, plus the increasing transport by
vessels on rivers in ASEAN countries pose an urgent
need to establish similar safety standards to ensure
vessels travel safely in national rivers; Dr. Tan Weihao,
Former Councilor of HKSAR Legislative Council,
also presented a speech to address the use of internet
technology to enhance productivity; Dr. Carlos Wong,
Macau Society of Civil and Structural Engineers,
presented a talk on his study of using concrete floating
platform for wind farm installation, experiment shown
his wind farm prototype could be self-aligned to ever
changing wind direction, preliminary study shown
that such concrete floating platform wind farm is
extremely cost effective; Dr. Bao Qifan, Chief Expert
in Port Equipment of Shanghai, introduced his visit in
Singapore for experience sharing of their city planning
in relocating their shipyards and port facilities, the
successful relocation of the shipyard and port facilities
spared large land resource for high value commercial
land supply in Singapore, similar situation is now
facing Shanghai as well as most shipyards and port
facilities now occupying large amount of land resource
in city’s urban centre, relocation would provide high
economic return, however, prudent and holistic study
must be carried out before implementation; Zheng
Mingchuan, Honorary Chairman of Singapore Chinese
Chamber of Commerce, introduced Singapore unique
and dominant position in Strait of Malacca could help
China to promote new economic strategy “One route
and one road”; lastly, Mr. Ben Lau, representing HKJB
of RINA and IMarEST, HKIMT, HKIE-MMNC,
introduced a topic on “Today vs Tomorrow Technology
Development for Ship”, the emerging awareness on
global warming asks for the use of less CO2 and NOx
emission energy model, electric driven, LNG vessels,
wind propulsion, etc may be tomorrow technology for
ship.

Mr. Ben Lau – representing HKJB of RINA & IMarEST,
HKIMT, HKIE-MMNC to present a talk on “Today vs
Tomorrow Technology Development of Ship”

in schools; Mr. Huang Pingtao, Director-general of
the Chinese Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers, reported the recent years development of
Chinese shipbuilding industry and the growing role
of Chinese shipbuilding industry amongst other major
shipbuilding industry countries Korea and Japan, the
challenge now facing Chinese shipbuilding industry
is insufficient technical reserve; Mr. Zhang Jinlin,
China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation, presented
a keynote speech on the potential of Floating Nuclear
Power Plant, proven examples, green in nature,
economy were the merits to be considered, following
the successful implementation of 3rd generation nuclear
power plant standard such as AP1000 and Chinese
National Standard ACP1000 ( 龍 華 一 號 ) in the near
future, he expected that floating nuclear plant would
become reality. Dr. Charlie Than, Vice Chairman of
The Myanmar Institution of Engineers, pointed out
the existing deficiency of common regulation and
standards for vessels travel in inland rivers, national
standards and regulations are now diversified, unlike
the ocean going vessels travel in international waters
governed by IMO, Marpol, SOLAS, etc, vessels travel
in inland rivers are usually shallow draft but with high
superstructure, waves at rivers are comparatively much
smaller, however, safety on stability is still a critical

The Forum was successfully held with contract signing
ceremony and souvenir presentation at the closing
ceremony. Of course, there were a lot of applauses.
Ir M.C. Chan
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Notice

November 2015
• 5th & 6th November 2015
2015 大中華地區“海事論壇 ”
Maritime Forum in Tai Wan

In order to have a better communication
channel with members of HKJB and
HKIMT, would members of HKJB and
HKIMT please send your email address to
our Hon. secretary of the following email
addresses:

• 13th November 2015
Joint Annual Ball 2015
Kowloon Shangri-La Hotel
• 16th November 2015
Driving Global Methanol Marine & Land
Transportation Developments
HKIE at 6:30 pm

For members of HKJB:
wclee@mardep.gov.hk
Attn: Mr. Lee W. C. Eric

• 25th November 2015
Student career talk
HKPU

For members of HKIMT:
secretary@hkimt.org.hk
Attn: Dr. K. S. Fung

December 2015
• 1st to 4th December 2015
Marintec China
Shanghai New International Expo Centre

– THANK YOU –

HKIMT Council 2015/16,
Office Bearers
Hon. President:

KOO David

Hon. Vice President:

LAW M. H. Francis

Chairman:

HK Joint Branch Committee 2015,
Office Bearers
Chairman:

Ir LUI Kam Leung, Stanley

TSANG C. M. Alan

Vice-chairman:

LEE Y. K. Leslie

Vice Chairman:

CHAN M. C.

Hon Secretary:

LEE W. C. Eric

Hon. Secretary:

Dr. FUNG K. S.

Asst Hon Secretary:

ZHANG Chun Jeff

Hon. Treasurer:

NG Jammy

Asst Hon Secretary: LAI K. H. Ricky
Hon Treasurer:

TANG Kwong Fai

All correspondence should be addressed to the Hon Secretary, Hong Kong Joint Branch of RINA and IMarEST,
G.P.O. Box 2516, Central, Hong Kong. All matters pertaining to MARINA should be addressed to the above
contact address.
The views expressed in this Newsletter are not necessary those of the Hong Kong Institute of Marine
Technology or the Hong Kong Joint Branch of RINA &IMarEST. The Joint Editorial Committee of both
institutes cannot accept the responsibility for the accuracy of information received by them in good faith
and published in the MARINA.
The Committee expresses its thanks to those organizations who place their advertisements in MARINA in
supporting its communication role for the interest of the maritime professionals. Details on advertisement fees
are obtainable from the Hon Secretary.
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